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a Quidditch match or a 

Triwizard tournament, the 
wizarding scarf will support 
your house, while keeping 

you magically warm.
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MATERIALS 
4 skeins Plymouth Merino Superwash 
Worsted (218 yards, 100g each)
3 skeins main color, 1 skein stripe color

Sample Yarn Colours 
Gryffindore- 16 Burgundy (MC), 61 Gold 
(SC)
Ravenclaw- 58 True Navy (MC), 7 Lt. Grey 
(SC)
Hufflepuff- 5 Yellow (MC), 2 Black (SC)
Slytherin- 4 Green (MC), 55 Good Grey (SC)

Size US 7, 12” or 16” circular needle (or size 
to obtain gauge)
Spare size US 7 double point or single point 
needle for three needle bind-off
Size 4.5mm (or similar) crochet hook for 
provisional cast-on
Waste yarn for provisional cast-on (worsted 
weight, contrasting color preferable)
Ring stitch marker
Locking stitch markers
Tapestry needle

GAUGE 
20 stitches/ 24 rows = 4” in stockinette 
stitch knit in the round, blocked

FINISHED SIZE
Scarf measures 77” long x just under 6” 
wide
Scarf may be made longer or shorter simply 
by reducing number of repeats of pattern.

TECHNIQUES
Knitting in the round
Provisional cast-on
Three needle bind-off
Attaching fringe 

SET-UP 
Use waste yarn & *provisional cast-on
CO 60 stitches
With MC, knit 1 row stitches flat (do not 
connect in round yet)
Place BOR marker, connect to knit in 
round
Important: On first round, place locking 
stitch marker on stitch 1 & stitch 30 of 
round (these will be used at end to aid 
with bind-off)

BEGIN PATTERN 
Rounds 1-30 (MC): Knit
Rounds 31-36 (SC): Knit
Rounds 37-42 (MC): Knit
Rounds 43-48 (SC): Knit

Repeat Pattern rows 1-48, 8 more times.

Repeat Pattern rounds 1-30, 1 more time.

BIND-OFF 
Use *three needle bind-off for scarf ends

Divide stitches on circular, so that the first 
30 are on one needle & the second 30 are 
on the other needle (there will be stitches 
on cord).

Hold the needles parallel with the first 
stitch of the round parallel to the last 
stitch of the round.

Using a spare size US 7 needle & MC, knit 
the 2 stitches together.  Now, knit the next 
2 stitches  on the circular needles together 
(there will be 2 stitches on the spare 
needle).

Slip the first stitch you knit on the spare 
needle up and over the second stitch to 
bind-off.

Repeat bind-off until entire edge has been 
bound-off, never having more than two 
stitches on the spare needle at one time.
Break yarn, leaving an 8” tail

Now, do the same technique above on the 
cast-on end of the scarf.

Begin by slipping live stitches of cast-on 
edge onto US 7 circular needle & orienting 
them on the needles the same as above, 
so the scarf ends match & lie flat.  When 
live stitches are on needles, you may 
unravel waste yarn.

“The needle chooses the 
knitter.”

Notes
CO: Cast-on
BOR: Beginning of round
K:  Knit
MC: Main color
SC: Stripe color

*PROVISIONAL CAST-ON
The purpose of the cast-on is to 
keep stitches live, so that they may 
be knit later.

Learn the provisional cast-on at 
woolandcompany.com/Techniques

*THREE NEEDLE BIND-OFF
The three needle bind-off allows 
the “open” ends of the tube to be 
closed & creates a nice edge to 
attach the fringe.  It is a common 
seaming method.

*FRINGE
Fringe is a fun way to create some 
added interest and texture to any 
piece. 

Learn how to attached fringe at 
woolandcompany.com/Techniques

FINISHING
Weave in edge tails with tapestry needle
Spray or steam block

*SCARF FRINGE
After scarf is blocked, cut approx. 60,  
3.5”- 4” length pieces of MC yarn. Attach 
to ends of scarf, then trim to even edge if 
desired. Finished scarf fringe is approx. 1” 
in length.  


